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Introduction
Rare book librarianship deals, traditionally, with material printed in the hand-press period, from Gutenberg’s introduction of movable type in 1452 until the mechani​zation of book production, completed in Western Europe by 1850. It further incor​por​ates material rendered rare by small print runs, such as private press books, or by such copy-specific features as special provenances or binding. Historical biblio​graphy is concerned with the book as a physical object – for example, printing, paper, binding, and also ownership – similarly focusing on the hand-press period, and providing the scholarship backing rare book librarianship.
	An extension of both areas was evident in the first five years of the twenty-first century. In historical bibliography, interest in the history of the book, noted in the reviews of British librarianship for 1986–1990 and for 1991–2000, continued, with several studies on the interaction between book and reader; an ongoing interest in provenance is an aspect of this. The concept of rare book librarianship expanded to pay more heed to the second half of the nineteenth century and beyond. To an extent this was a practical measure to come to terms with the difficulty of replacing even some machine-press titles: for example, Cambridge University Library removed books published 1851–1900 from its open shelves for consultation in its Rare Books Reading Room.​[1]​ In other ways the shift took cognizance of modern special collections which do not necessarily house rare items but which libraries may wish to single out for particular treatment. Drafts of Descriptive cataloging of rare materials (books), DCRM(B), the revision of the 1991 publication Descriptive cataloging of rare books (DCRB), responded to a perceived desire for more detailed cataloguing of materials from the machine-press period, for example, through examples, through specific references to the nineteenth century, and through expanded discussion of the treatment of series.​[2]​ On a wider curatorial level, at its Annual General Meeting of 2005 the CILIP Rare Books Group, the major professional body representing and providing training for rare books librarians in Great Britain, voted to change its name to the Rare Books and Special Collections Group (RBSCG), in order more accurately to reflect the needs of its members.
	A hallmark of rare book librarianship 2001–05 was the provision of electronic access to books. This was a two-pronged measure, concerning retrospective cataloguing projects on the one hand (sometimes crowned by the development of websites) and the digitization of texts on the other.

Cataloguing
Cataloguing of early printed books took place across a wide spectrum of libraries, at various levels and under different funding schemes. In 1999 the Research Support Libraries Programme (RSLP) had launched several cataloguing projects, mainly discipline-oriented, occasionally format-oriented; these extended into the twenty-first century, with time-spans depending on the quantity of material per project.​[3]​ One of the largest projects, the CURL-led 19th-Century Pamphlets Pro​ject, was completed in 2002. It involved the retrospective cataloguing, from cata​logue cards, of 179,090 pamphlets published between 1801 and 1914 and a web-based guide of collection-level descriptions. The work embraced 49 pamphlet collections in 21 partner libraries, with subject coverage ranging from anthro​po​logy to education, magic, law and theology.​[4]​ The BOOKHAD project, led by the London Institute Higher Education Corporation, was responsible for the cata​logu​ing of approximately 125,000 records from 23 collections at six partner institutions concerning book history and book design, including 50,000 records of monographs and periodicals at the St Bride Printing Library.​[5]​ King’s College, London, led HOST (2000–02), the history of science and technology 1801–1914, for which eight institutions catalogued over 38,000 printed items and over 69,000 archival items online in addition to conserving over 22,000 items and conducting a pro​gramme of promotion and dissemination.​[6]​ In another project which finished in 2002, the Universities of St Andrews, Aberdeen and Wales united to provide approximately 24,000 records for pamphlets from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries covering primarily theology, politics, economics and history.​[7]​ 
	Collaborative retrospective conversion projects did not end with the termination of RSLP funding. CURL led a brief ‘Revelation Plus’ project with eight partner libraries from October 2003 to March 2004 to catalogue 5,000 items of nineteenth- and twentieth-century church history and Christian theology and where relevant to create collection-level descriptions.​[8]​ In January 2003, ‘Britain in Print’ was launched. This project, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and led by the Uni​ver​sity of Edinburgh, claimed to offer for the first time free access for all – from home, school, library or workplace – to information about the collection of early British books in 22 of the nation’s most important libraries. The first phase resulted in the production of a web tool and e-learning resource. The second phase, begun in July 2005, was a 30-month project involving ESTC and CURL to catalogue material either in English or with a British imprint up to and including 1701, with catalogue records available via COPAC and on the OPACs of the contributing libraries, and items being reported to ESTC. The 22 partner libraries – chiefly CURL members, but also the Mitchell Library, Glasgow and the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh – aimed to produce 41,200 records. Cataloguing, unlike that for several RSLP projects, was done from the book in hand, with attention paid to salient copy-specific features.​[9]​ The Natural History Museum in London led a two-year international collaborative project to produce an online union catalogue of material relating to Carl Linnaeus and his students. The project involved Great Britain, Europe and the United States and was funded by the Linnean Society of London from January 2004.​[10]​ In October 2005 at the instigation of the Biblio​graphical Society a seminar took place at the Victoria and Albert Museum to investigate a joint project to provide a comprehensive national database of British chapbooks.
	In addition to large collaborative projects, individual libraries, public, private and academic, small and large, obtained external funding or provided their own in order to catalogue their rare books, and occasionally publicized their work in the professional literature.​[11]​ The Oxford Early Printed Books Project to catalogue books in Oxford college libraries continued after RSLP funding ended, adding 59,569 books to the Oxford University on-line catalogue, OLIS, between 2001 and 2005.​[12]​ With the help of funding from the Andrew Mellon Foundation in 2003, in 2005 Cambridge University Library completed the retrospective conversion of its guardbook catalogue; over 1.3 million records were converted in all, 900,000 of them during 2001–05, encompassing a significant number of rare books. The Bible Society retrospective conversion project at Cambridge University Library ended in 2003; it had led to the cataloguing of about 30,000 bibles, including substantial amounts of rare material.​[13]​ Elsewhere in Cambridge, projects took place to cata​logue the Old Library of St John’s College (about 30,000 items), approximately 40,000 volumes published before 1850 at Trinity College, and the famous Parker Library at Corpus Christi College (project 2003–06; ca. 5,000 items).​[14]​ Cata​loguing at the National Library of Scotland included the cataloguing of 2,540 Scottish chapbooks between November 2004 and December 2005, as part of a Full Disclosure project, and 18,600 pre-1801 British items between 2001 and 2005.​[15]​ Projects elsewhere included the commencement of the cataloguing of Sir Walter Scott’s library at Abbotsford (commenced April 2003) and of the collection of the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow (begun 2002; an estimated 10,000 rare books), the cataloguing of about 44,200 pre-1800 items in Lambeth Palace Library; three historical medical collections at King’s College, London (about 6,200 items, with the projects ongoing, funded partly or wholly by the Wellcome Trust; King’s College was also cataloguing two general rare book collections); about 10,000 items at the Royal College of Physicians; about 3,200 rare science books at the Science Museum Library; and, on the public library front, approximately 3,600 items at Liverpool City Libraries, with further activity planned.​[16]​ 
	In addition to cataloguing for their own purposes, British libraries contributed records to the major union catalogues. In 2005 the Consortium of European Research Libraries (CERL) reported the presence on its Hand Press Book (HPB) database of over 1.6 million records for books printed ca. 1450–1830, with the expectation of soon exceeding two million records, an increase of one million records over five years.​[17]​ Although RLG migration hindered the loading of files from March 2005, CERL continued to prepare files for loading, including updates from Oxford University libraries and the Wellcome Library.​[18]​ The third edition of the ESTC on CD-ROM was released in June 2003, with 465,000 records. The reporting of records to ESTC continued busily, in particular with the National Library of Ireland entering or verifying all its pre-1701 holdings (4,289 entries) and the Royal Society and the National Trust submitting 7,332 and 10,159 holdings respectively; on the whole, in the period 2001–05 libraries in the United Kingdom added 55,237 and libraries in Ireland added 22,819 records to the ESTC.​[19]​
	The provision of access continued at collection as well as item level. In print form, 2004 saw the publication, under the auspices of the Bibliographical Society, of Michael Perkin’s Directory of the parochial libraries of the Church of England and the Church in Wales. This expanded revision of Neil Ker’s 1959 directory covered 1,021 libraries with their brief history where applicable, statements of their extent and contents, and references.​[20]​ Electronically, university libraries in the M25 Consortium launched MASC25 (Mapping Access to Special Collections in the London Region) in December 2004, a project managed by University College London. This database of special collections provided free-text collection profiles together with an indication of the extent, subject, period, significance of coverage, Library of Congress subject headings, and links to the holding libraries. It allowed cross-searching and gave participating libraries the opportunity to update their records from the second edition of Bloomfield’s Directory of rare book and special collections,​[21]​ for example drawing attention to additional finding aids or reporting newly acquired collections.​[22]​

Digitization
Complementing descriptions of items or collections was full-text access to collections. As reported in British librarianship and information work 1991–2000, Early English books online (EEBO), digitizing books with seventeenth-century British imprints or published in the English language elsewhere in the world, had been launched in 1998 with the Text Creation Partnership, to enable full-text searching for selected items beginning in 1999.​[23]​ In 2003 it was joined by Thomson Gale’s Eighteenth century collections online (ECCO), aiming to supply full digitized text for every significant eighteenth-century printed item (over 135,000 printed books and editions, totalling approximately 26 million pages) with a British imprint or in the English language.​[24]​ From the outset ECCO included full-text searching. While ECCO was originally prohibitively expensive for smaller institutions, in June 2005 JISC licensed the content and made it available to all higher and further education institutions for a modest annual hosting fee (between £2,250 and £3,500 per institution).​[25]​ Thomson Gale also made available the Times digital archive, enabling full searching of the Times from 1785 to 1985, in 2003, and The making of the modern economy (MoME) in 2004. The latter database digitized works published up to 1850 in the two libraries of the Cambridge economist Herbert Somerton Foxwell (1849–1936), the Goldsmiths’ Library of Economic Literature at the University of London and the Kress Collection of Business and Economics at Harvard Business School, supplemented by works from the Seligman Collection in the Butler Library at Columbia University and from libraries at Yale University; whereas the focus of EEBO and ECCO was British, the 61,000+ monographs and 466 serials (over 11 million pages) covering all aspects of economic literature digitized on MoME included foreign works.​[26]​ The University of Oxford concluded a mass-digitization agreement with Google to digitize over one million of the Bodleian Library’s pre-1920 printed books, with copies to be available via the Oxford Libraries Information Service (OLIS) and Google.​[27]​ In 2005 ProQuest Information and Learning announced its plan to digitize nearly six million pages of British periodicals from the seventeenth to the twentieth centuries, beginning with 160 periodicals in 2006 and expanding to almost 500 within the following two years.​[28]​
	Not all digitization projects were on such a major scale. The British Library’s online gallery ‘Turning the Pages’, launched in 1999 and inviting computer users to leaf through books and magnify the details, increased to include fifteen books, chiefly manuscripts, and made the items available via the internet.​[29]​ These were joined by 71 selected pages from two manuscripts (the Wellcome Apocalypse and Nujum al-’Ulum) and Robert Willan’s On cutaneous diseases (1808) at the Wellcome Library.​[30]​ Featuring the book as artefact, the British Library’s database of bookbindings originated a stand-alone database in the Library’s Rare Books and Music Reading Room in April 2001 and was opened officially in July 2001, providing information and images from its collection of fine bindings from the fifteenth century to the present. A web version, with fewer facilities than the stand-alone version but with access to all the images and a wide range of information, followed. By the end of 2002 the database contained 2,280 records, searchable by such features as binder, ownership mark, country, cover material, colour, edges, decorative technique and style of binding; work on the database was ongoing.​[31]​

Databases
Bibliographical databases assisted the study of rare books. In May 2001 the Koninklijke Bibliotheek launched Book history online, enhancing access to ABHB, Annual bibliography of the history of the printed book and libraries. Although a Dutch initiative, the bibliography included British contributors and was relevant for British librarians and book historians.​[32]​ The British book trade index (BBTI), providing information about individuals, companies and places involved in printing, bookselling and other book-related trades in England and Wales to 1851, moved to the English Department of the University of Birmingham in April 2002. Here three years of funding from the Arts and Humanities Research Board enabled the transfer of the existing database to the website, the provision of an enhanced search facility, the addition of thousands of new records, bringing the total to some 134,000 records, the inputting of John Feather’s checklist of secondary sources, and the conducting of research projects to test the database.​[33]​ The Arts and Humanities Research Board further enabled the development at Cardiff University of British fiction 1800–1829: a database of production, circulation and reception. The database, launched in summer 2004, was based on the two-volume The English novel, 1770–1828: a bibliographical survey of prose fiction published in the British Isles.​[34]​ It ‘allows users to examine bibliographical records of 2,272 works of fiction written by approximately 900 authors, along with a large number of contemporary materials (including anecdotal records, circulating-library catalogues, newspaper advertisements, reviews, and subscription lists’.​[35]​

The National Trust
National Trust libraries hold between them approximately one quarter of a million books, about 70% of which pre-date 1860. These libraries gained markedly in prominence during the first five years of the twenty-first century, following the appointment in 1999 of a Libraries Curator. The reporting of books to ESTC has already been mentioned; almost all books in National Trust libraries were cata​logued, detailed descriptions and analyses of collections were compiled, and libraries gained a presence on the National Trust website.​[36]​ Outreach included publications, notably the beginning of a series of articles about National Trust libraries in The book collector, and exhibitions.​[37]​

Collections
Elsewhere, books changed hands and libraries were formed or threatened. The most significant single acquisition of the period was the purchase by the Fitz​william Museum in Cambridge of the Macclesfield Psalter, described as ‘the most important discovery of any English illuminated manuscript in living memory’;​[38]​ the purchase followed a fundraising campaign begun in autumn 2004 and just finished before its February 2005 deadline. Chawton House Library, an inde​pen​dent research library and study centre of over 9,000 volumes devoted chiefly to women’s writing in English from 1600 to 1830, opened in 2003.​[39]​ In November 2004, the Designation scheme which since 1997 had identified outstanding collec​tions in non-national museums in England was extended to libraries and archives for collections considered to be of national or international importance. In October 2005 the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council named 38 collections which had been granted Designated status. These included among archives and modern special collections some rare book collections, such as the British Architectural Library at the Royal Institute of British Architects and all collections within the Wellcome Library relating to the study of the history of medicine.​[40]​ Less posi​tively, Oriel College, Oxford, sold a First Folio and York Minster Library was threatened with closure, both in 2003; the Rare Books Group joined the successful protests against the latter measure.
	CERL, under the chairmanship of Ann Matheson (formerly of the National Library of Scotland), was active in rare books librarianship 2001–05, with British libraries active in the wider European context. In addition to the Hand Press Book database mentioned above, it collaborated with the Bibliographical Society to develop Ronald B. McKerrow’s Printers’ and publishers’ devices in England & Scotland 1485–1640 as an online resource, including the creation of links between images and text and of indexes to enable linking to the CERL thesaurus. This thesaurus contained personal, corporate and imprint names, imprint places and sources, and was commissioned in 2000, developed in Göttingen and comprising over 617,000 entries by March 2005.​[41]​ Under a working party led by Lotte Hellinga, formerly of the British Library, CERL had begun discussions in 2000 into the desirability and feasibility of an online database of manuscripts. Pilot demonstrations were developed in 2003, tested in 2004 and continued to be refined, with the aim of creating an integrated research resource for the European memory covering books and manuscripts.​[42]​ Its website was developed to contribute to the overall aim, for example with provenance information, a combination of descriptions of printed sources and access to electronic ones.​[43]​ In addition, CERL held annual conferences on collaborative European themes ranging from bibliography to digitization to provenance (the latter held at the National Library of Scotland) and published the proceedings from its London office, under the editorship firstly of Lotte Hellinga and then of her successor as Secretary, David Shaw.​[44]​

Associations and societies
Within Britain, the CILIP Rare Books Group (approximately 1,200 members) guided general issues. Its annual conferences dealt with libraries and their build​ings (‘Books in place’, York, 2001), preservation (Oxford, 2003), curating collections in the twenty-first century (Brighton, 2004) and two themes of increas​ing interest, children’s books (Edinburgh, 2002) and book ownership and pro​venance (Cambridge, 2005).​[45]​ Security and sales were a running concern. In April 2003 its document ‘Sale of rare books and manuscripts’, providing guidance on the sale and disposal of such items, became approved CILIP policy.​[46]​ The Group cooperated with the Council for Prevention of Art Theft to produce similar Guidelines for the Prevention of Theft for Dealers and Auctioneers.​[47]​ 
	Some of the Rare Books Group’s energy turned towards cataloguing issues. In 2001, on the demise of the British UKMARC format, Brian Hillyard successfully urged the introduction of its 563 field into MARC 21 in order to record copy-specific binding information.​[48]​ Brian Hillyard also represented UK rare book cataloguers as an invited delegate at a DCRB revision conference held at Yale in March 2003. In November 2003 the Rare Books Group collaborated with the Children’s Book History Society to discuss the cataloguing of early children’s books.​[49]​ Most significantly, in 2005 the Group inaugurated a sub-committee, the UK Bibliographic Standards Committee (BSC) of the CILIP Rare Books Group, to address cataloguing issues. The Group agreed upon its tasks as being to act as a review panel for proposals to revise the international cataloguing codes for rare books; to provide input into matters concerning rare books for the general Anglo-American code, Resource description and access (RDA); to revise the RBG Guidelines for cataloguing rare books; to provide information via the RBG website; to coordinate British submissions for new thesaurus terms; to liaise with the Book Industry Communications (BIC) Bibliographic Standards Group over desired changes relevant for rare books in MARC format; and to provide advice and training.​[50]​ Its main activity in 2005 was to coordinate and provide comments on Descriptive cataloging of rare materials (books), DCRM(B); many of its suggestions were adopted.​[51]​
	The BSC was not the sole response to a perceived need for training, a need which arose at least partly from the fact that by the end of 2005 only two library schools in the United Kingdom taught historical bibliography: University College London and the University of Wales, Aberystwyth, the latter only as a long-distance module. On 14 September Rare Books in Scotland (RBiS), facilitated by the National Library of Scotland, came into being for staff in Scottish libraries and other organizations with responsibility for rare books. This group built on a small, informal group which first met on 3 September 2003. In November 2004 it became affiliated with the Scottish Confederation of University and Research Libraries (SCURL), whose aims it shared: improving services for users and maximising resources through collaborative action (e.g., sharing skills through workshops; working together in cataloguing); helping to build a cooperative library infra​structure in Scotland (e.g., by collaborative collection development); lobbying funding and planning bodies on matters of shared interest (e.g., preservation; library schools’ curricula) and providing mutual support for members, e.g., by facilitating the development of contacts on an individual and/or institutional level. The Forum held workshops on acquisitions, provenance, conservation and preservation, historical bibliography and cataloguing.​[52]​
	Rare Books in Scotland was instituted to meet a practical professional need. On an academic level, 2001 saw the foundation of the Centre for Manuscript and Print Studies, hosted by the Institute of English Studies at the University of London on behalf of three libraries (the British Library, the St Bride Printing Library and the University of London Research Library Services) and the English departments of three universities (Birmingham, Reading, Open), with the Shakespeare Institute and the Centre for Textual Studies at De Montfort University subsequently joining the partnership. The Centre was formed by merging the School of Advanced Study’s Centre for Palaeography and the Research Centre in the History of the Book. Its activities were the provision of seminars, workshops, lectures and conferences and the coordination of research projects. Its areas of interest included all areas of manuscript studies; manuscript and print relations; the history of printing, publishing, the book trade, reading, libraries and collecting; bibliography; ephemera; and textual criticism.​[53]​
	The Bibliographical Society and the regional bibliographical societies (e.g., Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, York) continued their usual lecture series and, in the cases of the Bibliographical Society and Oxford Bibliographical Society, pub​lished substantial works.​[54]​ In 2004 the Bibliographical Society commissioned the electronic cataloguing of its library of nearly 4,000 titles;​[55]​ the following year it made its quarterly journal, The library, available online. The three main annual series of bibliographical lectures – the Sandars Lectures at Cambridge, the Lyell Lectures at Oxford and the Panizzi Lectures at the British Library – covered topics extending in time from the world of books in Byzantium (Nigel Wilson’s 2002/3 Lyell Lectures) to T. S. Eliot’s revisions after publication and literary life in the Third Reich (Christopher Ricks’s 2002 Panizzi Lectures and Reinhard Wittmann’s 2004/5 Lyell Lectures respectively). Subjects were as diverse as paper in the sixteenth-century Italian paper industry (Conor Fahy) and Sir Sydney Cockerell (Christopher De Hamel; 2001/2 and 2003/4 Sandars Lectures respectively).​[56]​ Monographs based on the David McKitterick’s and Mirjam Foot’s Sandars Lec​tures (2000/1 and 2002/3 respectively) and on Antony Griffiths’s and Maria Luisa López-Vidriero’s Panizzi Lectures (2003 and 2004 respectively) were published and are mentioned below.

Manuscripts
Manuscript studies constitute a large area deserving of its own chapter. Two of the manuscript publications in Britain between 2001 and 2005 commemorate major exhibitions. An exhibition on the Lindisfarne Gospels at the British Library in 2003, masterminded by Michelle Brown, was joined by her monograph, a com​panion to the facsimile of the Gospels.​[57]​ From July to December 2005, Cambridge University Library and the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge held a split-site exhibition, ‘Cambridge Illuminations’, featuring manuscripts from these two insti​tutions – most spectacularly, the newly acquired Macclesfield Psalter – and from several Cambridge colleges in what was justly described in The book collector as ‘the largest exhibition of its kind to be staged since Cockerell’s Burlington Fine Arts Club exhibition in 1908’;​[58]​ Cambridge illuminations, edited by Paul Binski and Stella Panayotova, presents ten scholarly essays as well as the exhibition catalogue.​[59]​
	Substantial catalogues of medieval manuscripts appeared, some under the aegis of the Corpus of British medieval library catalogues, covering manuscripts of the University and College libraries of Cambridge; Peterborough Abbey; St John’s College, Oxford; dated and datable manuscripts in London libraries, ca. 800–1600; and Worcester Cathedral Library.​[60]​ The indexes and addenda appeared to Ker’s Medieval manuscripts in British libraries.​[61]​ Catalogue and illustration combined in Kathleen L. Scott’s Dated and datable English manuscript borders, c. 1395–1499 and Fascicle II of An index of images in English manuscripts from the time of Chaucer to Henry VIII c. 1380–c. 1509,​[62]​ while catalogue or inventory formed part of a wider study in Cristina Dondi’s Liturgy of the Canons Regular of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem and Colin Tite’s edition of lists pertaining to Sir Robert Cotton’s library.​[63]​
	Volumes 10–12 of English manuscript studies, 1100–1700 were published.​[64]​ Studies of specific manuscripts covered the Trinity Apocalypse, the Bury Bible and the Hours of Louis XII;​[65]​ editions of manuscripts were of the St Alban’s Chronicle and of Henry of Kirkestede’s fifteenth-century catalogue of Latin authors and a CD-ROM of the Sherborne Missal.​[66]​ Toshiyuki Takamiya’s extensive festschrift contained wide-ranging essays by many leading British manuscript scholars,​[67]​ while other studies covered illustration,​[68]​ book production,​[69]​ ownership​[70]​ and palaeography.​[71]​

Notable publications
A landmark in general book studies was the appearance in 2002 of Volume IV of The Cambridge history of the book in Britain, covering the period from the incor​poration of the Stationers’ Company in 1557 to the lapsing of the Licensing Act in 1695, with essays by major scholars on publishing, ownership, literary canons, printing, the book trade, binding and provincial activity.​[72]​ Another general work covering a wide range of historical bibliographical topics was Nicolas Barker’s Form and meaning in the history of the book, a compilation of essays originally published in various sources between 1966 and 1998.​[73]​ John Carter’s classic ABC for book collectors reached its eighth edition.​[74]​
	Several subject catalogues or bibliographies either by British authors or published in Great Britain appeared 2001–05, perhaps most notably the final two volumes of Early printed books 1478–1840: a catalogue of the British Architectural Library Early Imprints Collection, by Paul Nash and others, dealing with books on architecture, building and such related fields as ornament, interior decoration and garden design published between 1478 and 1840.​[75]​ Peter Thomas’s Medicine and science at Exeter Cathedral Library contained over 2,700 entries, featuring particularly the eighteenth century, of books published 1483–1900, with indexes of owners and subjects.​[76]​ Smaller catalogues of specific collections listed early German books in the British Museum (693 items published 1481–1900, featuring especially the sixteenth century (nos. 19–409)), and 321 books and pamphlets on slavery in Canterbury Cathedral Library, a revision and augmen​tation of a typescript catalogue published in 1988.​[77]​ On the union catalogue front, Ralph Cleminson and others compiled Cyrillic books printed before 1701 in British and Irish collections, covering 262 copies of 171 editions.​[78]​ An outstanding bibliography was David Griffiths’s Bibliography of the Book of Common Prayer, 1549–1999, its significance marked by the writing of review articles in addition to briefer reviews.​[79]​ Also noteworthy were the second volume (L–Z) of A bibliography of French emblem books, by Alison Adams, Stephen Rawles, and Alison Saunders, and Lawrence Darton’s The Dartons: an annotated check-list of children’s books issued by two publishing houses, 1787–1876, comprising 2,702 entries with editorial matter and several indices, representing decades of work.​[80]​ Related to catalogues and bibliographies is Anthony James West’s The Shakespeare First Folio. The first two volumes (of an expected four), dealing with sales and prices 1623–2000 and providing a census of 228 copies (90 more than Lee had found a century earlier) came out in 2001 and 2003 respectively.​[81]​
	The single major catalogue to appear during the first five years of the twenty-first century was indubitably the five-volume catalogue of incunabula at the Bodleian Library, the outcome of a project with roots going back nearly half a century to cards drawn up by L. A. Sheppard. This catalogue of some 5,600 editions of incunabula combined ‘information about the individual copies in the collections of the Bodleian Library (their bindings, their provenance, manuscript notes, and other signs of use) with a detailed analysis of the contents of each edition, locating all texts in each edition, identifying their authors, and giving reference to modern editions of each text where they exist’.​[82]​ Other incunabula studies to appear in Britain were Incunabula and their readers, an essay collection based on a conference held at the British Library in 2000, the English translation of Stephan Füssel’s Gutenberg and the impact of printing (originally published in German in 1999), and Takako Kato’s brief (102-page) Caxton’s Morte d’Arthur, examining Caxton’s workshop and printing techniques in order to restore what Malory intended to write.​[83]​ James Moran’s Wynkyn de Worde, father of Fleet Street entered its third edition in 2003, in which Lotte Hellinga and Mary Erler provided an introductory review of Wynkyn de Worde studies since 1976 and a 13-page chronological bibliography of works on Wynkyn de Worde published from the nineteenth century to 2003.​[84]​

Provenance studies
Provenance studies continued the impetus given to them in the last decade of the twentieth century. The proceedings of two conferences on the subject held within a month of each other in late 2004 were published towards the end of 2005, the CERL conference hosted by the National Library of Scotland in November on books and their owners, focusing on the recording of provenance and what is to be learned from it, and the annual book trade conference held in London in the following month entitled ‘Owners, annotators the signs of reading’.​[85]​ A pro​ve​nance exhibition, ‘The private lives of books’, accompanied the CERL con​ference.​[86]​ Several catalogues of the libraries of individuals or institutions appeared: Hendrik Dijkgraaf’s catalogue of the 1002-item strong library of a Jesuit commu​nity at Holbeck in 1679 and Robert Matteson’s annotated catalogue of the collec​tion of Archbishop William King (1650–1729), numbering over 7,000 volumes, in the ‘Libri pertinentes’ series, and Nicolas Kiessling’s catalogue of the library of Anthony Wood published by the Oxford Bibliographical Society.​[87]​ C. S. Knighton’s census of printed books in Samuel Pepys’s library at Magdalene College, Cambridge constituted a revision of N. A. Smith’s catalogue of Pepys’s library of 1978, listed in shelfmark order as opposed to Smith’s arrangement by author.​[88]​ Studies of collectors were represented by James P. Carley’s Books of King Henry VIII and his wives and The pleasures of bibliophily, the latter primarily a reprint of 26 essays about book collectors by well-known scholars originally published in The book collector between 1956 and 1997.​[89]​ Essays on collectors appeared not only with increasing frequency in the standard bibliographical journals but also in such unexpected sources as Medical history.​[90]​ Two reference works on bookplates further contributed to provenance studies, John Blatchly’s Some Suffolk and Norfolk ex-libris, reproducing bookplates and labels relating to East Anglian owners, artists and printers, with biographical information and – a book whose Britishness is confined to the publisher and the location of the bookplates – Ilse O’Dell’s Deutsche und österreichische Exlibris 1500–1599 im Department of Prints and Manuscripts im Britischen Museum, a study covering 566 items in the Franks and Rosenheim Collections.​[91]​ David Pearson mounted an update of provenance indexes available in libraries in the United Kingdom on the CERL website in September 2005.​[92]​

Bindings
Mirjam Foot and David Pearson were largely responsible for work on bindings flourishing. David Pearson produced the invaluable handbook English bookbinding styles, 1450–1800, explaining how to date English bindings of the handpress era.​[93]​ Mirjam Foot edited Eloquent witnesses: bookbindings and their history, a Bibliographical Society publication comprising ten essays devoted to types of bindings, binding structures, binders and a collector of bindings.​[94]​ She also pub​lished The decorated bindings in Marsh’s library, Dublin, highlighting fine bind​ings from particular countries and periods in Trinity College, Dublin, and Book​binders at work, the outcome of her Sandars Lectures for 2003, drawing heavily upon contemporary sources to describe contemporary binding practices.​[95]​ Firmly within the modern period were Edmund King’s Victorian decorated trade bindings 1830–1880: a descriptive bibliography and, of smaller scale in the catalogue line, Anthony Dowd’s The Anthony Dowd collection of modern bindings, a description of 100 bindings, all illustrated, with their provenances.​[96]​

Illustration
Generally, studies of illustration focused on the Victorian period, outside the remit of this study.​[97]​ Earlier periods, however, were not neglected. Publications, all from the British Library, were varied, from Martha Driver’s The image in print: book illustration in late medieval England and its sources, examining woodcuts in incunabula and early sixteenth-century books, to the outcome of two sets of Panizzi lectures, Antony Griffiths’s Prints for books: book illustration in France, 1760–1800, discussing the market and social and economic contexts of book illustration in the period, and Michael Twyman’s Breaking the mould: the first hundred years of lithography.​[98]​ Ray Desmond’s Great natural history books and their creators looked at the printing and publishing of (chiefly botanical) natural history books, surveyed the literature and discussed specific titles; the nature of the books automatically led to a focus on illustration.​[99]​ Nigel Tattersfield contributed John Bewick: engraver on wood, 1760–1795.​[100]​

The private presses
Interest in private presses burgeoned. Monographs on the Eragny, Vale, Doves and Golden Cockerel Presses each provided the history of the press in question and lists of the books published.​[101]​ Roderick Cave supplied an overview of private presses, discussing the private press movement generally and including 21 chapters on eighteen specific presses, in Fine printing and private presses, which added four new papers to reprints of previously published articles.​[102]​ Finally, the Private Libraries Association brought out five volumes covering the bibliography of modern private press books published between 1992 and 2001.​[103]​ Each volume is arranged by press and gives the address of the press and details of title, author, illustrations, dimensions, type, paper, binding and numbers of copies printed. Coverage is international, and includes small presses not necessarily associated with fine printing (e.g., the Plough Press in Nottingham).

Printing
Two brief essays on sextos in The library provided a significant contribution to printing studies by demonstrating that books were printed in sixes, not a format included in the standard manuals.​[104]​ British books on printing ranged from mathematical basis of the types used by Aldus Manutius​[105]​ and the punches of Philippe Grandjean​[106]​ to comments on the layout of selected pages of text published between 1470 and 1946​[107]​ and to regional printing in Warwickshire.​[108]​ The second edition of Elizabeth Eisenstein’s The printing revolution in early modern Europe, appearing 22 years after the first, added a 46-page review essay, ‘Revisiting the printing revolution’, discussing issues raised, and noting works published since The printing press as an agent of change.​[109]​ Janine Barchas and James McLaverty examined the interaction of print and meaning in the eighteenth century: McLaverty in Pope, print and meaning examined how Alexander Pope used typography, type ornaments and layout to control the reception of his work, while Barchas did much the same, including discussion of punctuation and an engraved musical score, for novels of the same period, notably Richardson’s Clarissa and Sarah Fielding’s David Simple.​[110]​ Interest in printing processes was evinced by Richard Gabriel Rummonds’s two-volume Nineteenth-century printing practices and the iron handpress, an anthology of instructions and advice in English-language nineteenth-century printers’ manuals.​[111]​

The book trade
Publishing and the book trade were the subject of a large number of studies. Several of these were conference proceedings: of the annual London conferences on book trade history organized by Robin Myers, Michael Harris and Giles Mandelbrote on book auctions since the seventeenth century, biography and the book trade, the London book trade, and on crime, sharp practice and the control of print;​[112]​ of the conferences on the history of the British book trade in Birmingham on continuity and change in the book trade and the locations of book production and distribution since 1500;​[113]​ and of a British Library conference, supplemented by five additional essays, Foreign-language printing in London, 1500–1900.​[114]​ Histories of particular organizations were those of the Stationers’ Company, 1800–2000 and the third and final volume of David McKitterick’s history of Cambridge University Press, New worlds for learning, 1873–1972 (also the subject of his Sandars Lectures at Cambridge in 2001); this covered publishing, printing, typography and trade for the set period.​[115]​ Other specific topics included English newspapers to 1899 and the general failure to register copies of music examined certain forms of publishing.​[116]​ A single-author study was Andrew Murphy’s Shakespeare in print, describing the history of Shakespeare publishing from the Renaissance to the present day, from the twin perspectives of editing and publishing history.​[117]​ A further area of exploration was the trade between Great Britain and other countries: the role of the low countries in the book trade (based on a seminar at the British Library; a significant number of the essays concern Britain); the export of books to Spanish America; the professional contacts be​tween London booksellers and the United States, the Charleston Literary Society, 1748–1811, in one instance and four American presidents in another.​[118]​ More discursively, several books were published on book history and culture, including the interaction of books and readers.​[119]​ The most outstanding work concerning the book trade was D. F. McKenzie and Maureen Bell’s three-volume reference work, A chronology and calendar of documents relating to the London book trade 1641–1700.​[120]​ This culmination of a project begun by McKenzie in 1975 comprises chronological references to the book trade, abstracts and edited abstracts occurring in the State papers (Domestic series), Journal of the House of Commons, Journals of the House of Lords, reports of the Historical Manuscripts Commission to NS 78, Stationers’ Company Court books, and McKenzie’s records of seventeenth-century pamphlet material. Records related to production, distribution, ownership and readership of printed texts throughout Britain and in relation to continental Europe.

Conclusion
The years 2001–05 were a vigorous time for rare book librarianship and historical bibliography, with a great deal of collaborative activity in addition to the labours of single libraries and dedicated individuals. Access to books and collections via cata​loguing and digitization increased markedly; bibliographical databases were created or expanded to supplement a wide range of printed books as reference sources; teaching and training developed; a new library opened and a significant illuminated manuscript acquired. Printed catalogues, monographs and collections of essays covered all areas of historical bibliography, and included in the catalogue of Oxford incunabula and the chronology and calendar of the seventeenth-century English book trade two landmark reference works which had required years of collaborative preparation. Plans set afoot by early 2006 promised further forth​coming growth in the field: for example, a national database of chapbooks; aware​ness of a large number of our pre-1701 imprints through the ‘Britain in Print’ pro​ject; a new list of seventeenth-century English book owners;​[121]​ the fruits of British input into the cataloguing codes RDA and ISBD(A); and more teaching and train​ing, including an annual Rare Books School to be administered by the Centre for Manuscript and Print Studies in London. May the flourishing book continue to flourish!
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